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 Review of International Studies (1990), 16, 155-172 Printed in Great Britain

 Whatever happened to the 'Second' Cold
 War? Soviet-American relations: 1980-1988*
 MICHAEL COX

 Introduction

 During his eight years in office Ronald Reagan attempted not only to dominate the
 US political scene but to establish a clear neo-conservative agenda for the American
 nation. When he came to power he had two main objectives. The first was to roll back
 the hand of government, for as he put it, 'the ills of a nation stem from a single source:
 the belief that government. . . has the answer to our ills'.1 The second was to rebuild
 America's position in the world after the so-called 'decade of neglect.'2 Naturally,
 Reagan delighted the new right with his attacks on liberalism at home and the Soviet
 Union abroad. However, one suspects he frightened an equal number by raising
 issues (like abortion) which many had long thought settled, while implying that the
 only solution to complex international questions was American firepower. And even
 though many American intellectuals may have despised the new President for his
 apparent simple-mindedness, his optimism about the American future and his heroic
 view of the American past did much to endear him to a large cross-section of the
 American people. Reagan believed in the American dream and attempted to convince
 his fellow citizens that they ought to believe in it too.

 It is too soon to pass final judgement on the Reagan Presidency, its place in
 American history, or on the legacy which he bequeathed to his successor President
 Bush. His critics will argue of course that he promised much, but in the last analysis
 was a political failure. After all, he pledged to reverse US economic decline, but left
 the nation in debt. He vowed to overcome the 'Vietnam syndrome' yet baulked at the
 idea of using US troops in Central America. He talked in sweeping terms of the unity
 of the western alliance, but often acted unilaterally. And while he promised a new deal
 for the Third World, the underdeveloped countries experienced stagnation and
 impoverishment during his presidency. Reagan was strong on rhetoric according to
 his opponents, yet basically achieved little.

 In one area, however, history may judge that Reagan succeeded beyond his wildest
 dreams: in his management of the US-Soviet relationship. When he came to power

 * Versions of this essay were presented at the annual conference of the American Politics Study Group
 at the University of Keele in January 1989, and The Society of Historians of American Foreign
 Relations at the College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia, June 1989.1 would like to
 thank those who commented on the paper and acknowledge financial support from the American
 Politics Study Group.

 1 Cited in James S. Brady (ed.), Ronald Reagan. A Man True to his Word (Washington, 1984), p. 49.
 2 In April 1984, Reagan argued that 'the United States remained a virtual spectator in the 1970s, a
 decade of neglect that took a severe toll on our defense capabilities'. In Realism, Strength, Negotiation:
 Key Foreign Policy Statements of the Reagan Administration (Washington, May 1984), p. 11.
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 156 Michael Cox

 the 'Soviet Union', to quote James Baker, 'was on the march'.3 When he left office the
 USSR was retreating abroad and 'mellowing' at home. In 1980 many in the United
 States genuinely believed that containment had all but collapsed as a strategy. Nine
 years later, in his first major speech on US-Soviet relations, President Bush spoke
 confidently of a new era in which the American goal was now to move beyond the
 mere containment of the Soviet Union and to find a way of 'reintegrating' it into the
 community of nations.4 Echoing the great theme of the late 80s Bush confirmed what
 many had been saying since 1985: that the Cold War was over and that the United
 States under Reagan's leadership had won it.

 In this essay I want to provide a broad survey of US-Soviet relations in the Reagan
 years and will attempt to do so by seeking to answer the following questions. First,
 what was the significance of the Reagan election in 1980 and how far did it represent
 a major sea-change in American post-war history? Second, what was the strategy of
 the new administration and how in particular did it propose to 'revitalize' contain

 ment? Third, how did the USSR respond to the new American strategy and with what
 consequences in the period between 1980 and 1984? Fourth, what led to the
 termination of the 'Second Cold War' and what role did American policies play in
 bringing about a change in Soviet behaviour? And, finally, is it accurate to argue that
 the Cold War has come to an end; and if it has, does this mean that the world is going
 to become a safer, more stable place?5

 Reagan and realignment

 It is often argued that Ronald Reagan's election in 1980 was not simply the result of
 short-term trends but was, rather, the expression of a deeper seismic shift in the
 American political culture. His victory, in other words, was no mere electoral blip,
 but the reflection of a basic realignment in America comparable in scope to the one
 which took the Democrats to the White House in 1932 and guaranteed them the
 presidency for the next twenty years. Unlike Roosevelt's triumph, however,
 Reagan's?it is argued?marked the death of American liberalism and the triumph of
 the American new right.

 Several factors have been identified as having led to this conservative realignment:
 the shift of political and economic power within America from an assumed liberal
 'Yankee' establishment in the East to a more conservative or 'Cowboy' Sunbelt elite

 3 James Baker, Power For Good: American Foreign Policy in the New Era (Washington, April 1989), p. 1.
 4 See George Bush, Change in the Soviet Union (Washington, May 1989), p. 1
 5 For other attempts by the author to analyse superpower relations in the modern era, see my 'Western
 Capitalism and the Cold War System', in Martin Shaw (ed.), War, State and Society (London, 1984),
 pp. 136-94; 'From Detente to the "New Cold War": The Crisis of the Cold War System', Millennium
 13 (1984), pp. 265-9]; 'In Search Of The Second Cold War', Irish Slavonic Studies 5 (1984), pp.
 205-12; 'The Rise and Fall of the "Soviet Threat" ', Political Studies 33 (1985), pp. 484^-98; 'The Cold

 War as a System', Critique 17 (1986), pp. 17-82; 'Soviet-American Conflict in the Third World', in
 Peter Shearman and Phil Williams (eds.), The Superpowers, Central America and the Middle East
 (London, 1988, pp. 171-85, and (ed.), Beyond the Cold War: Superpowers at the Crossroads? (London,
 1990). See also my forthcoming ' "Hoist the White Flag": Soviet Foreign Policy in an Era of Decline',
 Critique 22 (1989); 'From the Truman Doctrine to the Second Superpower Detente?The Rise and
 Fall of the Cold War', Journal Of Peace Research 27 (1990); and 'George Kennan and the Russian
 Question', Irish Slavonic Studies 11 (1990).
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 in the South-West and West; the permanent defection of the white South and
 blue-collar voters from the Democratic party to the Republicans; the revolt of the
 'silent' majority against the liberal 60s and their mobilization by the new right around
 the slogans of'family, God and nation'; the decline of labour as an organized political
 force in America; the international failure of Keynsianism and its intellectual
 substitution by classical free market theories; and finally, the denouement of 'actually
 existing socialism' on a world scale?symbolized in the late 70s by Brezhnevism in
 Russia, the implosion of Maoism in China, the tragedy of the 'Boat people' from
 Vietnam and the genocidal policies pursued by the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia.
 Taken together, these developments, it is believed, produced a profound and
 probably permanent right-wing shift in America, leading first to Reagan's conquest
 of the Republican party, and then to his capture of the White House itself.

 The realignment thesis, however, has been challenged on several counts by political
 scientists who have stressed the contingent, the personal, and above all the short-term
 economic reasons for Reagan's victory in 1980.

 It has been argued, for instance, that if Carter had succeeded in rescuing the
 Iranian hostages, he and not Reagan would have been elected. Again, if there had
 been no Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, Carter may have appeared more
 credible to the American people in the following year. It has also been suggested that
 the electorate did not consciously support the grand strategy of the radical right in
 1980, but was merely registering a protest vote against a weak incumbent president.

 Obviously, Carter's economic policies played a crucial role in his defeat; it has
 therefore been argued that the cause of his humiliation was not so much his liberalism
 but his incompetent handling of the US economy. Finally, the sceptics support their
 case with a battery of evidence drawn from public opinion polls and the election itself.
 This, they maintain, demonstrates not only that there was no grand doctrinal shift to
 the right in the late 70s but that there was not even a real Republican landslide in 1980
 either. The realignment thesis, in other words, simply does not square with the facts.6

 Reagan and American decline

 While Reagan's victory in 1980 may not have signified a fundamental realignment in
 American life, the fact remains that the programme on which he fought and won the
 election was an extremely conservative one. Unlike his Republican predecessors, for
 example, he had a clearly defined radical economic agenda. He also believed in
 neo-conservative moral causes, and for opportunistic or ideological reasons made a
 compact with the religious right as well. Finally of course he appeared to deny the
 legitimacy of the Soviet Union.
 Yet although Reagan's agenda was a conservative one, it would be misleading to

 deduce that this was the most important reason for his party's victory in 1980. This, I
 would suggest, had less to do with its new right message than a belief that Reagan's
 policies could halt and hopefully reverse American decline. In this respect his victory
 in 1980 was both a reflection of, and a response to, a crisis of power and purpose

 6 For critiques of the realignment thesis see the essays by Austin Ranney, Nelson Polsby, William
 Schneider, James Q. Wilson and Raymond Wolfinger in Austin Ranney (ed.), The American Elections
 of 1984 (North Carolina, 1985).
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 within the largest country in the capitalist world. Let us first explain the background
 to this crisis, and then go on to discuss the new administration's proposed remedies.
 When Lyndon Johnson had been elected in 1964 the United States we should recall

 was a self-confident imperial power. Although the Kennedy assassination may have
 deeply shocked the American people, Kennedy's legacy of unbounded hope and
 muscular optimism still remained intact. Over the next fifteen years this was to
 evaporate, leaving America in the words of one commentator, a confused and
 'wounded' nation.7 Thus, by the time Reagan was elected in 1980, American
 institutions were no longer revered, respect for authority had diminished, the military

 was held in contempt by many, business confidence had fallen dramatically and
 finally, the v?rit?s which had served the nation so well before seemed to be relics of a
 by-gone age.

 Underlying this malaise quite obviously was the deteriorating position of the
 United States in the broader world system. First, the Vietnam war weakened
 American credibility, undermined the foreign policy consensus at home, and did
 much to erode the equilibrium of the international economy. Then, in 1971, the
 United States was forced off the gold standard heralding the end of the Bretton
 Woods system of stable exchange rates established in 1944. To make matters worse
 the Arab countries pushed up the price of oil two years later, further upsetting the
 stability of the world economy. In 1975, disaster also struck in South Vietnam and
 within a year the whole of South-East Asia was under communist control. Revolu
 tions in Africa then threw out 'friendly' governments in Ethiopia, Angola and

 Mozambique, which were then replaced by regimes supported by Cuba and the
 USSR. Finally, in the truly disastrous year of 1979 the Shah was deposed in Iran, the
 Sandinistas took power in America's backyard, and Moscow did what it had not
 done since the end of the Second World War: directly intervened outside of its
 pre-established sphere of influence.

 Nor was this all, for throughout the 70s the United States was seemingly unable to
 maintain its position in the broader international economy. Now while the process of
 American economic decline went nowhere near as far as some were to assume, by the
 end of the decade its weight in the capitalist world had clearly diminished?as had its
 ability to manage the world economy successfully. Moreover, the US was becoming
 increasingly vulnerable to economic forces and actors beyond its control. One
 indication of this was the fact that allies like Japan and Germany were beginning to
 challenge the United States on world markets. Another was the degree to which the
 US itself was becoming dependent on key strategic commodities from other parts of
 the world. Significantly, by 1977, America had to import 47 per cent of all its oil,
 while nearly half of its imports were raw materials it could not readily produce itself.

 Perhaps the Business Week team in their influential study (appropriately entitled
 The Decline Of U.S. Power) most accurately summarized the mood in 1980. 'For the
 first time in its history' they argued, 'the United States is no longer growing in power
 and influence among the nations of the world'. Indeed, the reverse was true. As the
 authors gloomily admitted, the nation was 'now in steep decline and the Pax
 Americana that had shaped modern history since World War II was fast dis
 integrating'. As a result America was 'entering the decade of the 1980s as a wounded,
 demoralized colossus faltering in its stride in the international political arena' while

 7 Michael Nacht, 'Toward an American Conception of Regional Security', Daedalus 110 (1981), p. 8.
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 the world itself 'was speeding headlong into the most dangerous period it had
 experienced since the 1930's'.8

 In 1980 Ronald Reagan was elected therefore because amongst other things he was
 able to exploit American anxieties about the country's decline, while promising to
 make the United States great once again. Indeed, the Toynbeean themes of 'decline'
 and 'renewal' figured prominently in many of his election speeches. America, he
 tirelessly repeated, had experienced a profound malaise since its defeat in Vietnam.
 This had led to (and in turn had been caused by) a loss of US military capability, an
 erosion of patriotic sentiment and the disintegration of Presidential authority. What
 had made matters even worse was the parasitic growth of the state on the healthy
 body of the American economy. The only solution he urged was to address these
 combined and related problems without delay: first, by rearming America?for only
 when the America was strong would the world be a stable place; then by restoring
 traditional values and the status of the presidency; and finally, by liberating the

 mighty engine of the American economy from the self-imposed limits placed upon it
 by the hand of government. Only when all these things had been done would
 Americans 'feel good' about the country they lived in; only then could the United
 States once again be confident of its ability to lead the 'free world' successfully.

 Reagan and the Soviet threat

 The Reagan message of decline and renewal was nowhere more clearly reflected than
 in his policy pronouncements on the Soviet Union. Like his Cold War predecessors
 Reagan (and his close associates on the Committee On The Present Danger) took the
 view that the only obstacle standing in the way of Soviet expansion was the military
 and economic strength of the United States. The USSR, they insisted, had an
 unalterable 'fundamental design'. This would not change and nor could it be modified
 in the short term: however it could be frustrated, but only from a clear position of

 American strength. In the 1950s the United States had possessed the power necessary
 to frustrate Soviet ambitions. Tragically however, as a result of America's defeat in
 Vietnam and the USSR's increased military capability, containment had effectively
 collapsed leading to an enormous expansion of Soviet influence around the globe.9

 According to the new right, what had also facilitated the growth of Soviet power
 were the flawed policies pursued by the United States after 1969. Nixon, Ford and
 finally Carter it was insisted had actually contributed to Soviet successes: in part
 because all three had allowed US military expenditure to fall in an attempt to reduce
 the burden of arms spending upon the American economy; but also because they had
 actually traded with the Soviet enemy and made concessions in the field of arms
 control on the spurious assumption that such moves would moderate Moscow's
 international behaviour. Inevitably, these policies had backfired, and the USSR had

 8 Quotes from The Decline of U.S. Power (and What We can do About It) (Boston, 1980), pp. 1, 3.
 9 The notion that containment had collapsed in the 70s was expressed by Reagan in a speech he gave in
 April 1984. The simple fact' he noted, Is that in the last half of the 1970s we were not deterring, as
 events from Angola to Afghanistan made clear'. See Realism, Strength, Negotiation, p. 11.
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 simply taken advantage of American weakness to increase its global influence?
 particularly in the Third World.10

 Like their Cold War predecessors, the advocates of revitalized containment in the
 late 70s clearly did believe that there was a real and growing Soviet threat which had
 to be addressed. Yet, like their predecessors, they were not insensitive to the fact that
 there were obvious advantages in exaggerating both its scale and scope. After all, if
 the American public could be persuaded that the USSR was growing in international
 influence (a point disputed by some observers) then it would be much easier for the
 administration to legitimize its rearmament programme at home and its more
 assertive role abroad. Furthermore, by raising the spectre of a growing Soviet threat,
 the Reagan team probably believed it could persuade its West European allies into
 supporting the new tough American line. According to many American strategists,
 increased allied fears of the USSR would also undermine Western Europe's perceived
 drift towards neutralism as well. Finally, by emphasizing the totalitarian nature of the
 Soviet menace, it was hoped that the United States would regain the moral high
 ground it had held during the Cold War but had lost as a result of Vietnam,

 Watergate, and revelations about the subversive anti-democratic role of the CIA in
 the Third World.

 Thus, while the right obviously believed its own rhetoric about Soviet expansion, it
 was aware that some level of overstatement would facilitate the rebuilding of
 American power around the globe. In this respect the 'threat' was perceived as being
 both real but at the same time as being a useful 'device' as well.

 Squeezing the USSR

 Reagan's objective in 1980 was thus clear: to check the growth of Soviet power by
 rebuilding the American arsenal and contesting the USSR more forcefully. If the
 Soviets could not be domesticated?as Kissinger had assumed?or ignored as Carter
 had at first hoped, then they would have to be disciplined by being forced to pay the
 price of disobeying the rules of the international game. For ten years the Soviet Union
 had been on the attack. Now, according to the new Republican administration, it was
 the turn of the United States.

 The success of the Reagan strategy, however, depended upon more than just its
 ability to draw the correct lessons from past mistakes. It also rested on two fairly
 concrete assumptions. The first, quite simply, was that the United States had a vast
 reservoir of untapped economic potential waiting to be released and directed against
 the Soviet target. The second was that the USSR faced an historically critical
 situation that made it particularly susceptible to American pressure. The new
 administration was thus optimistic on at least two counts: that the American
 economy could carry the increased burden that would result from a more assertive
 US strategy; and that Soviet power was in such poor shape that it would be unable to
 withstand a renewed American offensive.

 10 However, according to an influential American officiai in the Reagan administration, Soviet expansion
 in the Third World in the 70s 'stimulated resistance, provoked the development of countervailing
 sources of power, and awakened us to the dangers of weakness and timidity'. See Michael H.
 Armacost, Reflections on U.S.-Soviet Relations (Washington, May 1985), p. 3.
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 According to those advocating the new tough line there were at least four major
 weak-points on the Soviet side. The most important perhaps was the weight of
 military spending borne by the smaller, stagnating Soviet economy. In this respect the
 principle source of Soviet power was also perceived as being its main Achilles Heel as
 well. The administration's strategy therefore was to increase American military
 spending on the assumption that this would either force the USSR to follow
 suit?hence increasing its already heavy military burden?or to do nothing and run
 the risk of falling behind militarily. Either way the United States would benefit.11

 The second vulnerability identified by the administration was more directly
 economic. As a result of detente in the 70s the Soviet bloc, it was assumed, had
 become economically dependent on the capitalist world. Therefore, if the East could
 be denied access to western markets, technology and credits this would generate
 enormous difficulties for the USSR. In the view of some members of the adminis
 tration this economic blockade (although it was never called that) might precipitate
 the disintegration of Soviet power in Eastern Europe. The more likely, and less
 dangerous consequence, was that it would force Moscow to concentrate on its own
 backyard and stop stirring up trouble in other people's.

 Thirdly, while Reagan spoke in lurid terms about the growing Soviet threat, the
 underlying assumption of his administration was that the USSR had become
 seriously overextended as a result of its 'adventurism' in the 70s. This obviously
 created great opportunities for the United States, for if Moscow was facing 'imperial
 overstretch', then a more aggressive American line made sense. In the short term such
 a policy would increase the costs for the USSR of its forays abroad; over the longer
 term it might even force Moscow to retreat internationally.

 Finally, the Reagan administration took the view that the Soviet bloc as a whole
 faced almost insoluble problems and difficulties?the ultimate cause of which was the
 inability of the Stalinist growth model to further develop the region successfully. The
 conclusion drawn in Washington was that this generalized 'crisis of communism'
 should be effectively exploited by a more aggressive western policy of economic denial
 and political?military pressure. This it was hoped would force moderation upon the
 USSR in the broader world arena; over time such a strategy might even impel the
 Soviet elite to contemplate reform of their declining system.12

 The Soviet Union and the American threat

 Faced with an adversary determined to alter the 'correlation of forces' the USSR had
 little choice but to respond. However, this in itself presented a number of difficulties.

 1 ' In May 1976 the CIA revised its figures for the Soviet military burden upwards from 6-8 per cent of
 GNP to 11-13 per cent. This burden was problematic enough. What made it critical was the fact that
 the economy was slowing down as well. This 'slowdown in economic growth', the CIA predicted in

 August 1977, 'could trigger intense debate in Moscow over future levels and pattern of military
 expenditures'. The agency expected 'defense spending to continue to increase in the next few years at
 something like recent annual rates of 4 to 5 percent because of programs in train. As the economy
 slows, however, ways to reduce the growth of defense expenditures could become increasingly pressing
 for some elements of the Soviet leadership' Soviet Economic Problems And Prospects (Washington,
 August 1977), p. ix.

 12 On the crisis of Soviet communism in the 80s see Richard Pipes, Survival is not Enough (New York,
 1984).
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 The first was that because of the decline of the international communist movement in

 the 70s it had few reliable instruments with which to attack the West anyway.
 Moscow, moreover, had so many problems of its own that it certainly did not wish to
 add to these by becoming involved in further conflict with Washington. There was,
 however, a third and more subtle dilemma: namely, that if an all-out political
 offensive was launched, this would actually strengthen Reagan's hand by making it
 appear as if there really were a serious Soviet threat to the West. Confronted with all
 these problems the USSR thus had to proceed cautiously. Hence it replied not with a
 campaign of left-wing militancy?as it had done during the 'First' Cold War?but
 with a more subtle strategy that attempted to blunt and delegitimize the American
 offensive. It sought to do this in three ways.

 The first was to restate its support for detente in Western Europe, emphasizing that
 if detente did collapse it would have serious consequences for America's continental
 allies. There were several currents in Western Europe that Moscow particularly hoped
 to influence by playing this card?notably social democrats who wanted to keep

 military spending low; business groups who wished to maintain their trade links with
 Eastern Europe; West Germans who sought to preserve the benefits of Ostpolitik', the
 broad spectrum of anti-American opinion stretching from the nationalist right to the
 neutralist left; and ironically those who supported NATO, but who feared that
 Reagan's more assertive policies might undermine popular support for deterrence. By
 appealing to each of these very different constituencies Moscow, in effect, hoped to
 create a cushion between itself and the United States as Washington went on to the
 offensive after 1980.13

 The USSRs first line of defence against Reagan therefore was Western Europe's
 desire to preserve the benefits of detente with Moscow. The second was western
 anxieties about military spending in general and the arms race in particular. The US
 build-up according to the Soviets, was not only unnecessary, but dangerous as well.
 It placed undue emphasis on the development rather than the reduction of military
 arsenals. It was premised upon a rejection of the basic principle of mutually assured
 destruction. And it seemed to contemplate the possibility of a limited nuclear war in
 Europe that would destroy the continent but leave the American heartland un
 touched. Reagan's rearmament programme, in other words, would create less
 stability, not more, and might even lead to war in Europe if it were not checked.14
 However, according to the Soviet Union, the US rearmament programme was not

 simply a threat to 'peace' and to the survival of European civilization (two issues
 which Moscow exploited with some effect after 1980), but to the stability of the
 international economy as well. Here, a novel, not to say strange twist was introduced
 into the Soviets anti-militarist propaganda. Far from strengthening the capitalist
 economy,military spending they argued actually weakened it: first because it repre
 sented a form of wasteful, unproductive government spending; and secondly because
 it forced up the costs of scarce resources and labour. Arms spending, in other words,

 was both parasitic and inflationary. Moreover, it could only be financed by running
 huge deficits that were a threat to both the American and world economies. Hence,
 although Reagan might improve American military capability in the short term, over

 13 Soviet attempts to exploit the 'West European card' after 1980 are analysed by Pierre Hassner,
 'Moscow and the Western Alliance', Problems of Communism 30 (1981), pp. 37-54.

 14 On the Soviet Union's utilisation of the 'peace' issue in Western Europe, see J. A. Emerson Vermaat,
 'Moscow Fronts and the European Peace Movement', Problems of Communism 31 (1982), pp. 43-56.
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 the long term his strategy would inevitably lead capitalism into an economic impasse.
 To protect capitalism it was thus necessary to oppose Reagan.15

 The final line of Soviet defence against the United States was drawn in the Third
 World. Again, this did not take the form of a renewed militant offensive, but of a
 careful diplomatic and propaganda campaign whose purpose was to show that
 Reaganism represented a direct threat to the economic and political integrity of the
 less developed countries. The Soviet argument was not without some merit. During
 the 70s the Third World?it maintained?had been able to stand up to the West and
 negotiate some extra space for itself in the world system. This was reflected in the rise
 in the price of basic commodities such as oil. It had also taken the form of successful
 anti-imperialist struggles in countries such as Angola, Nicaragua and Ethiopia. Now,
 under Reagan, the United States was determined to teach the Third World a lesson
 using anti-communism as a cover for its 'hegemonist' designs. This therefore made
 the Third World and the USSR 'natural allies', for both were threatened by a
 common American enemy, and both had an interest in resisting Reagan's attempt to
 re-establish an American position of strength.

 Was Reaganism a success?

 Reagan's second electoral triumph in late 1984 only seemed to confirm what many
 observers had long assumed to be true: that a tough anti-Soviet line was politically
 popular with the US electorate. And while many Americans were undoubtedly
 apprehensive about certain facets of Reagan's foreign policy, there was clear evidence
 to suggest that his strategy of standing up to the Russians had won approval at home.
 For this reason alone it was assumed that the 'Second' Cold War would continue.

 However, according to a number of radical analysts, the antagonism was likely to
 persist not just because it reflected a mood in the United States, but more impor
 tantly, because it was the outward international expression of forces located within
 the two opposing blocs themselves. Because of these deeper pressures (as much as any
 political factors) a conclusion to the conflict in Halliday's words was 'almost
 impossible to imagine'.16
 The rapid improvement in US-Soviet relations after 1984 not only confounded

 such gloomy prognoses, but made those who had predicted a continuation of the
 antagonism appear quite foolish. Indeed, as events unfolded, it became clear that
 what was occurring was not just an amelioration in the superpower relationship, but
 a revolutionary transformation?to the extent that by the end of Reagan's second
 term writers were seriously speculating about the 'end of the post-war era' and the
 beginning of a new chapter in world history. The crucial question therefore is why did
 this virtual metamorphosis take place, in spite of the fact that so many commentators
 had originally assumed that such a change was a political and theoretical im
 possibility?17

 15 See Vladimir Gurevich, Disarmament and Development (Moscow, 1987), pp. 6-16.
 16 Fred Halliday, The Making of the Second Cold War (London, 1983), p. 261.
 17 As late as summer 1988 Fred Halliday still insisted that 'image and mood [had] changed more than

 substance' in the superpower relationship. See his 'The Ron and Mik Show', Marxism Today, June
 (1988), pp. 16-21.
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 Perhaps the most obvious, and certainly the most popular, answer to this question
 (at least amongst Reagan devotees) is that the neo-conservative strategy of con
 fronting the USSR actually worked. According to the right, by 'hanging tough' the
 US forced the Soviets to retreat from the Third World, imposed an increased military
 burden on their economy, and made it difficult for them to compensate for their
 economic shortcomings by importing advanced western technology. The Reagan
 strategy, it is argued, confronted the USSR with a stark choice: of either a continuing
 competition with a technologically superior adversary or accommodation. Faced
 with such a prospect Moscow, not surprisingly, opted for the latter course of action.
 Indeed, the right maintain that by placing pressure on the Soviet Union, the United
 States was instrumental in forcing the Soviet leadership along the path of economic
 reform. Without Reagan, in other words, Gorbachev and perestroika may never have
 materialized.18

 The conservative explanation of the superpower thaw has at least two things to
 recommend it: simplicity and an apparent relationship with the facts. After all, the
 American military build-up (and SDI in particular) clearly did concern the USSR. So
 too did US support for anti-communist guerillas in the Third World. Nor was

 Moscow happy about American attempts to wage economic warfare. There are,
 however, two problems with the conservative thesis. The first is that while the USSR
 was certainly hurt by US pressure, it is not easy to gauge what influence this actually
 had upon subsequent Soviet policies. The second is that in at least two key areas?the
 economic and the military?the Soviet Union was hardly touched at all by Reagan's
 'squeeze play'
 At the economic level, for instance, the Soviets suffered little or nothing as a result

 of American actions. The volume of important economic transfers between the US
 and the USSR had been insignificant anyway in 1980. Western Europe moreover
 continued to trade with the Soviet bloc after Reagan came to power?in spite of US
 pressure to do otherwise. And as the US itself was to admit, Moscow was able to get
 round many of the Cocom bans on technology transfers by either stealing or illegally
 purchasing the necessary items. What hurt the Soviet Union after 1980 was not US
 economic pressure so much as the drop in the price of oil, the devaluation of the
 dollar, and the economic decision by western bankers not to lend any more money to
 Moscow's indebted East European allies. Indeed, the accident at Chernobyl probably
 cost the USSR more than any American embargo.
 Moreover, if the US plan was to use a renewed arms race to either bankrupt the

 Soviet Union or force it into a position of military inferiority, then this too failed as
 a strategy. According to most reliable western sources Soviet military spending
 remained remarkably constant in the 80s. Furthermore, in spite of SDI and other
 nuclear 'revolutions', the United States was to be as much a nuclear hostage to the
 USSR at the end of the Reagan presidency as it had been at the beginning. Nuclear
 superiority simply remained a planner's dream.

 Explaining the new superpower rapprochement in terms of an American victory
 over the USSR is thus a hazardous project. However, even though the conservative
 right claims too much when it argues that Reagan forced Moscow to surrender, their
 original analysis of the Soviet malaise proved to be remarkably prescient. It was in
 fact the so-called 'hardliners' of the Reagan administration (and not their 'realist'

 18 See Robert Macfarlane, 'Reagan: Architect of Perestroika', in the (London) Daily Telegraph, 11
 August 1988.
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 opponents) who recognized the scale of Soviet problems in the early 80s. And it was
 to be 'ideologists' like Pipes, and not his more pragmatic peers, who pointed out that
 these problems would ultimately force the Soviet elite to contemplate far-reaching
 reforms. Intellectually at least the conservatives probably had a better appreciation of
 the Soviet crisis than their liberal critics.19

 The Soviet crisis

 By the mid 80s, as Gorbachev himself was to admit, the USSR faced a critical
 situation.20 This demanded both a reform of the Soviet economy, and a fundamental
 alteration in the Soviet Union's relationship with the surrounding world system. The
 domestic side of the programme, of course, went under the general title of pere
 stroika. The change in foreign policy was given the remarkably bland label of 'New
 Thinking'.

 'New Thinking' contained a number of diverse theoretical strands but in the last
 analysis was premised upon two simple but crucial assumptions: one being that the
 antagonism with America had to be terminated; the other that the Soviet bloc as a
 whole had to become more closely associated with the capitalist world. There were
 several reasons why.

 First, it had become clear that the costs of the superpower conflict were too high.
 Military spending in particular was seen as being excessive and was therefore targeted
 by Gorbachev for major reduction. After 1985 he thus moved ahead with arms
 control and attempted to create a climate of opinion in the West favourable to major
 cuts in military spending. Secondly, although the costs of the US-Soviet antagonism
 may have been high, the gains made by the Soviet Union in their efforts to achieve
 global influence had been few. Indeed, Soviet actions had not only brought it very
 little in the way of allies, but had left it with a series of costly commitments in the

 Third World that were proving to be a burden for its already overstretched economy.
 The conclusion drawn was that these had to be liquidated and a new relationship with
 the Third World created.21

 Thirdly, according to the Soviet leadership, it was also imperative for the USSR to
 reduce its costs in Eastern Europe and to encourage the elites there to engage in
 potentially unsettling economic reforms. To achieve these objectives however a new
 deal with the West was regarded as essential. This, it was believed, would allow the
 East Europeans to experiment with political reform?but without this being exploited
 by the West. In turn the West (it was hoped) would support the reform effort in the
 Soviet bloc by extending credit and opening up their own markets to exports from
 Eastern Europe. In fact, it was taken as axiomatic that without the help of the
 capitalist world, reform in countries such as Hungary and Poland would be almost
 impossible.

 19 For a standard liberal view of the Soviet economy in 1980, see Jerry F. Hough, Soviet Leadership in
 Transition (Washington, 1980), pp. 131-^9.

 20 See Mikhail Gorbachev, Perestroika: New Thinking for Our Country and the World (London, 1988),
 esp. pp. 17-24.

 21 On Soviet 'New Thinking' in the Third World see, for example, Peter Shearman, 'Gorbachev and the
 Third World: An Era of Reform?' Third World Quarterly 9 (1987), pp. 1083-1117.
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 Finally, of course, it was assumed that perestroika itself could not succeed unless a
 new economic relationship with the West was created. In isolation the Soviet
 economy was visibly stagnating; if it was to become dynamic therefore it simply had
 to establish closer links with the world market and its various economic organiz
 ations. In the short term this would give the USSR greater access to western
 technology and credits. Over the longer term, it was hoped that the discipline of
 international competition would help rejuvenate the failing Soviet economy. As a
 leading Soviet commentator put it: 'We cannot [today] develop successfully in
 conditions of autarchy'.22

 At first the new Soviet 'peace offensive' was greeted with some scepticism in
 Washington. After all, America had seen previous Soviet leaders declare their
 peaceful intentions and then renege on their promises. However, it soon became clear
 that Gorbachev was different and that what he was proposing was not just a
 temporary truce but a negotiated settlement of outstanding issues. This, in essence, is
 what 'New Thinking' sought to rationalize and legitimize to the USSR's friends and
 enemies. Soviet moves towards disengagement in the Third World; the scale of its
 military concessions in Europe; its encouragement of reform in the Soviet bloc; and
 its efforts to restructure its own economy and to associate it more closely with world
 capitalism made it obvious?even to Reagan?that Gorbachev was a man with whom
 the West could do business.

 The United States and Gorbachev

 After 1985 therefore the Soviet Union made a clear and unambiguous decision to
 establish a new type of relationship with the West. However, this alone can hardly
 explain why the United States responded in the positive way in which it did to
 Gorbachev. Reagan, for instance, could have taken a hostile attitude towards the new
 Soviet leader. Instead, he chose to praise him. It is this which has to be explained (as
 much as events in the USSR) if we are to fully understand the transformation in
 US-Soviet relations during Reagan's second term.

 Perhaps the most immediate reason for Reagan's apparent enthusiasm for
 Gorbachev was the 'Iran-Contra' scandal. Confronted with this domestic crisis the
 administration attempted (one suspects with some degree of Soviet connivance) to use
 a 'breakthrough' in the field of superpower relations to divert attention away from its
 problems at home. Also, in spite of his anti-Soviet instincts, the President clearly
 wished to be remembered as the man who brought 'peace' to the world. Certainly
 better to be known as the statesman who ended the Cold War than the leader of a
 country who oversaw the growth of the largest accumulation of debt in American
 history. Finally, it was almost impossible for Reagan not to respond positively to
 Gorbachev given the scale of Soviet concessions.

 Political considerations thus played some part in forcing the United States to come
 to terms with the USSR. Yet politics alone cannot explain the change in American
 attitudes after 1985. There were other, deeper, reasons why Washington was to
 respond in the way in which it did.

 22 Cited in Moscow News 39 (1988).
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 First, the administration could hardly ignore the interests of America's allies who
 had a vested interest in maintaining detente. For the West Europeans detente?we
 should recall?had been a positive and not a negative experience and they had no
 intention of sacrificing it on the altar of Reaganism. The US therefore faced a stark
 choice: of either pursuing a consistent hard-line strategy and weakening the alliance;
 or of moving beyond confrontation and keeping it together. Given the importance of
 NATO to American interests it was hardly surprising that Washington opted for the
 second course of action.23

 Furthermore, while Reagan may have been electorally popular, his policies never
 enjoyed wholehearted support amongst different sections of the US elite. They shared
 two main concerns: that his muscular approach to regional problems might lead the
 country into dangerous confrontations abroad; and secondly, that his efforts to
 rebuild the American arsenal would impose too great a burden on the economy. To a
 degree the administration was able to contain this potential opposition, but only
 because Reagan was politically invulnerable and the US economy remained relatively
 buoyant. Unfortunately (for the White House at least) these conditions were to
 disappear after 1985. The mid-term Congressional elections in 1986 first destroyed the
 executive's control over the legislative agenda. Then, in the following year, the
 October 'crash' brought into question both the wisdom of the administration's
 economic policies and the judgement of a president who having engineered a long
 boom now stood back and watched while Wall Street (nearly) collapsed.24

 The result of this twin crisis clearly weakened Reagan and made it that much easier
 for his establishment opponents to attack his policies?including what they had
 always seen as his internationally damaging and economically expensive strategy of
 'rebuilding America' without due regard for costs at home or consequences abroad.
 Reaganism was compromised thirdly by an increasing concern in America about

 the nation's ability to compete on world markets.25 Following the great scare of
 October 1987 this concern grew enormously and was to find its critical expression in
 several doom-laden studies about American decline, the most influential being Paul
 Kennedy's massive historical work on the rise and fall of great powers. The Kennedy
 study clearly touched a very raw nerve indeed, not because it was particularly radical,
 but because it provided Reagan's opponents with powerful intellectual ammunition.26
 First, like Reagan's critics, Kennedy identified military spending as one of the major
 causes of America's economic problems, and argued (like them), for its reduction as
 at least one way of helping the US economy restore its competitive edge. Secondly, he
 went on to suggest that the country's economic decline was also a function of it

 23 For a short guide to some of the early strains caused in the NATO alliance by Reagan's policies, see
 Phil Williams, 'Europe, America and the Soviet threat', World Today 38 (1982), pp. 373-81.

 24 A not untypical headline in the American press after October 1987 was the one which appeared in the
 Washington Post on 15 November 1987. It read 'Military Strength, Economic Weakness'. Its author,
 Hobart Rowan, cited some interesting facts?the most significant perhaps being a recent poll
 commissioned by the World Policy Institute in New York. This revealed that by a '4 to 1 ratio' those
 interviewed said it was 'more important for Congress and the president to invest in the economy than
 the military'. Also, 80 per cent of those polled wanted more spending on education and promoting
 economic growth, while 'only 28 per cent wanted more on defense'?a far cry from the mood in 1979
 and 1980.

 25 The issue of declining US competitiveness is thoroughly discussed in Bruce R. Scott and George C.
 Lodge (eds), U.S. Competitiveness in the World Economy (Boston, 1985).

 26 Paul Kennedy, The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers. Economic Change and Military Conflict from
 1500-2000 (New York, 1988).
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 attempting to play an overextended global role. Hence, if America were serious about
 restoring its economic health then its imperial burden had to be reduced. Kennedy
 even drew damaging parallels between the American and Soviet malaise, implying
 that until both nations brought their commitments into line with their limited
 resources, they would continue to languish.27

 The impact of Kennedy's book in the US was in many ways quite extraordinary. It
 immediately became a runaway best-seller and provoked a spate of comment, some
 of it sympathetic, but a great deal that was hostile?particularly from those angry
 with this English import who had the temerity to suggest that the United States might
 be going the same way as the British Empire. In spite of this, however, the work
 undoubtedly had an effect on the ongoing debate about the future of the Soviet
 American relationship. Most immediately, by demonstrating a connection between
 high military spending and the country's economic problems, Kennedy reinforced the
 hand of those arguing for serious arms control and major cuts in military spending.
 By then linking America's assumed economic decline to its overambitious foreign
 policy, he also lent credibility to the argument that America should make a deal with
 Moscow, for without one the US would be unable to retrench abroad without this
 precipitating instability in the world.

 The rapprochement between the US and the USSR during Reagan's second term
 was a consequence, finally, of the declining influence of the neo-conservatives upon
 the administration's foreign policy?a fact symbolized by the departure of Perle and

 Weinberger before the signing of the INF Treaty in December 1987. The right were
 weakened for a number of reasons.

 First, while its alarmist rhetoric may have made some sense in the late 70s when the
 USSR was acting assertively, it made none at all in an age of Soviet disengagement.
 By destroying the image of the Soviet threat Gorbachev thus undermined the
 credibility of the genuine 'ideologists' within the administration. Their position was
 further weakened by America's economic problems. Before 1985 rearmament had
 been seen as politically and strategically vital. After that point however it was
 perceived as being an economic burden and a major contributory cause of US budget
 deficits. As a result those who advocated a continued build-up, or who opposed arms
 control in principle, found themselves on the wrong side of the economic debate.
 Finally, the conservatives were victims of the apparent success of their own policies.
 They had always claimed that if American power were restored, Moscow would act
 with restraint, which is precisely what it was now beginning to do. But (reasoned the
 average American) if the USSR was in retreat, then why was it necessary to persist
 with the build-up? The world was a safer place as a result of the administration's
 tough strategy?or so it was claimed. Hence, the need for a costly rearmament
 programme was not as great as it once was, especially now when the country was
 facing difficult economic choices and resources were becoming increasingly scarce.

 This in turn raises a much bigger question about the general success of the new
 right and how far they were able to redraw the political and ideological map of
 America. There is no straightforward answer to this. On the one hand, the United
 States clearly did become a more patriotic country after 1980. Reagan, moreover, was
 able to shift the Supreme Court to the right and by 1988 it was a far more
 conservative body than it had been when he came into office. And while he had failed

 27 See Paul Kennedy, 'What Gorbachev is up Against', The Atlantic Monthly June (1987), pp. 29-43; and
 'The (Relative) Decline of America', The Atlantic Monthly August (1987), pp. 29-38.
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 to cut welfare or social programmes?much to the chagrin of 'true believers' like
 David Stockman?a general shift did take place on the central question of economic
 management, so much so that Bush's Democratic opponent in 1988 was forced to
 accept the terms of the economic debate as set by the Republican party.

 Yet the new right never was to become as dominant in America as they would have
 hoped or their enemies had once feared. For example they were never able, and
 probably never seriously tried, to undermine the mainstream liberal influence in
 American universities. They also remained a minority within the churches; in fact by
 the time Reagan left office, the more vocal leaders of the Christian right were in
 disarray. More generally, the new right were unable to force American society back
 into the extremely conformist mould it had assumed in the 50s as a result of official
 loyalty tests and McCarthy ism. Finally, in spite of the greater patriotic mood in

 America, the Reagan administration almost certainly failed in its attempt to over
 come the 'Vietnam syndrome'. In short, while many Americans may have loved
 Reagan, they were both more cautious and less ideological than many of his more
 vocal conservative supporters. Indeed, even the President himself had to distance
 himself from his erstwhile allies on the right. It was surely symbolic that those who
 had once seen Reagan as 'their' man in the White House in 1980, were criticizing him
 eight years later for having 'betrayed the counter-revolution'.

 Beyond the Cold War? Beyond the long peace?

 The termination of the 'Second' Cold War was clearly the result of powerful
 long-term forces. This did not mean of course that every single issue dividing the two
 powers was to be resolved. The INF Treaty, for example, only touched a minute
 fraction of the superpower's nuclear capacity leaving a great deal to be done in the
 field of strategic and conventional weapons. Nor were all Third World issues settled
 either: Washington was particularly upset, for instance, by the Soviet refusal to
 abandon the Sandinistas. In American eyes much still needed to be done in the field
 of human rights as well. Finally, in spite of several meetings, US-Soviet trade
 remained at a pathetically low level.28

 Furthermore, not everybody in the United States was to be as enthusiastic about
 the changes taking place in the USSR as Reagan. Indeed, after his departure from
 office, a distinct cooling towards Gorbachev appeared to occur in Washington. Thus,
 while Secretary of State Baker may have wished the Soviet leader 'well in his attempt
 to reform the Soviet Union', and emphasized that the US had 'no wish to see
 perestroika fail', it was evident that the Bush administration had (and continues to
 have) some major reservations: about the Soviet elite's ability to reform the Soviet
 economy; about the degree to which Washington is actually able to influence events
 in the USSR in a direction favourable to the West; and finally, about the destabilizing
 consequences of the USSR's 'peace offensive' upon the cohesion of the western

 28 In April 1988, William Verity (the US Trade Secretary) visited Moscow to examine the possibility of
 boosting US-Soviet trade from its very low level up to $5 bn?possibly $10 bn. However, he refused to
 budge on the issue of granting the USSR Most Favoured Nation (MFN) status. Nor did he promise
 much in the way of US government credits. He also ruled out Soviet membership of GATT and other
 international economic bodies on the grounds that the USSR was not a 'market economy'. See the
 (London) Financial Times, 12, 15 and 26 April 1988. For a pessimistic view on the future of East-West
 trade in general, see Financial Times Survey: East-West Trade, 13 December 1988, pp. 37^0.
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 alliance. Many have also expressed the concern that if perestroika were to succeed this
 might only make the USSR more, rather than less, of a problem for the United
 States.29

 Finally, while the 'Second' Cold War may have been brought to an end, the
 underlying reasons for the West's suspicion of the Soviet Union had not completely
 changed by 1988. In the words of the Pentagon, the USSR remained 'a heavily armed
 power'. It was still illegitimately esconced in Eastern Europe. It had not yet become
 an open society. And it continued to exist outside of the world market.

 Of course, there was (and is) no absolute guarantee that the current thaw will
 continue. The collapse of the Gorbachev strategy and his replacement by a less
 accommodating Soviet leader; internal political pressures in America; renewed
 turbulence in the Third World that impelled the superpowers to take different sides;
 or instability in Eastern Europe that called forth a new wave of repression?any one
 of these factors might derail the new 'detente'.30

 Yet having said all this, there is little doubt that a quite new phase has opened up
 in the East-West relationship?one which has engendered more speculation and
 generated more hope than any of the short-lived thaws which have occurred before.

 Whether this means that the 'Cold War' has come to an end, or that we have returned
 to a new superpower 'detente' remains an open question the answer to which depends
 in part upon what we want these oft-used, but fairly ill-defined terms to mean.31

 Two things do stand out, however. The first is that something at least similar to the
 detente of the 70s has emerged again?even though it does not have a Kissinger to
 provide the new 'structure of peace' with an overarching theoretical justification. The
 real difference between Kissinger's ideal and the contemporary reality of course is
 that now, as opposed to then, there is genuine rather than apparent co-operation
 between the superpowers. Indeed, in many ways, the degree of active collusion
 between the Soviet Union and the United States today (in Eastern Europe as much as
 the Third World) is such that the concept 'detente' really does not adequately describe
 what now exists. For this reason it may be more appropriate to use the term
 'condominium'?rather than detente?to define the current relationship between

 Washington and Moscow.
 The second point is that this new 'condominium' is looking far more solid than the

 superpower detente constructed in the early 70s. Nor is this so surprising. For one
 thing the problems confronting the USSR now are so grave that it would be extremely
 damaging, to say the least, for Moscow to abandon its present policy of accom
 modation. Both powers moreover, and not just the USSR, appear to have reached
 that point in their respective histories when the costs of the Cold War have become
 too heavy for their economies to bear. Certainly, in an increasingly uncertain world,

 29 The Baker quotes are from Power for the Good, p. 3; and The Challenge of Change in U.S.-Soviet
 Relations (Washington, May 1989), p. 2. See 'Do-Nothing Detente', Time magazine, 15 May 1989,
 pp. 10-18, and 'After the Cold War', Newsweek, 15 May 1989, pp. 8-19 for an analysis of the Bush
 response (or lack of it) to Gorbachev. American scepticism about Gorbachev's chances of reforming
 the Soviet economy was particularly well illustrated in a speech given in late 1988 by the Deputy
 Director of the CIA. According to Robert Gates: 'It is by no means certain?I would even say it is
 doubtful?that in the end Gorbachev can rejuvenate the system'. See 'Gorbachev: What the CIA
 Thinks', Sunday Times (London), 30 October 1988.

 30 On the potential threats to new 'detente' see Phil Williams, * U.S.-Soviet relations beyond the Cold
 War?, International Affairs 65 (1989), pp. 273-88.

 31 The problem of definition is raised in an extremely sharp form by D. J. Markwell in the review essay
 'The Cold War, Old And New', in The Round Table, January 1989, pp. 122-6.
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 a permanent settlement with the USSR must hold great appeal to an America seeking
 to reduce the burden of being both world policeman and international fireman.
 Finally, in spite of America's economic problems, there is in the United States a mood
 of self-confidence that clearly did not exist in the seventies. Thus, it appears to the
 vast majority of Americans that a deal with the USSR can now be struck without this
 leading to the sort of disastrous results it seemed to bring in its wake before.
 This leads to the obvious question: if the new rapprochement continues and 'peace'

 between the two powers persists, will this make the world a more ordered place?
 There is no simple answer to this.

 On the one hand, if the two superpowers work with rather than against each other,
 then in many areas it is bound to lead to greater international stability. We have
 already seen the results of this in the Iran-Iraq war, Southern Africa and South East
 Asia. It is also unlikely that Eastern Europe could have remained as stable as it has
 done since the middle of the decade without superpower collaboration.

 On the other hand, the Cold War has been as much a source of stability as
 danger?particularly in Europe as a whole where the system of blocs in a divided
 continent has helped contain nationalism. Its deconstruction there could thus release
 forces which have hitherto been controlled by the East-West conflict. It would be
 extraordinarily naive too to assume that better superpower relations will ineluctably
 lead to a new golden age of peace in the broader international system. Neither the US
 nor the USSR control all or even the majority of agents capable of upsetting the
 status quo. There are, moreover, many causes of instability in the world other than
 the conflict between the superpowers?the most obvious being disproportions within
 the capitalist world itself.

 Finally, if, as we have suggested, one of the major causes of the new superpower
 rapproachement is the decline of the USSR and the reformist impulse which this has
 generated, then in the coming period there could easily be much greater turmoil than
 before. Indeed, we have already seen the first signs of this in the Soviet bloc where
 both nationalist agitation and worker militancy are on the increase. Where this will
 lead to is impossible to predict. However, if the past example of politically repressive
 and economically weak empires seeking to reform themselves is anything to go by,
 then the Soviet future looks explosive indeed.

 This brings us to our last point. There are many in the West who look forward to
 the day when Soviet power is no more. That after all was President Reagan's dream;
 and judging by his successor's comments about the r?int?gration of the USSR into
 the world system, President Bush's as well. Yet before that historic day arrives, if it
 ever does, US policy makers should attempt to answer at least two simple questions.

 The first, and more practical, is now that America has successfully contained the
 Soviet Union, what concrete policies should be adopted in order to encourage the
 USSR back into the 'community of nations'? Thus far, Washington seems to have
 been content to allow the USSR make unilateral concessions, rather than develop an
 active strategy of its own.32

 The second, and more speculative question, is even if a suitable strategy could be
 devised to reintegrate the USSR, would it really be in the West's interest for this to
 take place? After all, since 1947 the western world has been united and strong in part

 32 For an unofficial US proposal to develop a more active strategy towards the USSR, see Joseph Nye et
 ai, How Should America Respond to Gorbachev's Challenge? A Report of the Task Force on Soviet New
 Thinking (New York, 1987).
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 because the Soviet 'barbarian' appeared to be standing at the gate. Moreover,
 although this 'barbarian' was a political opponent, its economy did not compete on
 world markets and its system was so repellant that it provided the most powerful
 argument possible for liberal democratic capitalism. Finally, of course, so long as the
 Soviet Union remained in eastern Europe, it prevented the reunification of Germany.
 Now, if the USSR were to be reassimilated, all this would presumably change. Hence,
 those in America who dream of a future without the Soviet Union, should at least
 spare some thought as to what world capitalism would look like without a repressive
 threat to unite and legitimize it, with a huge (presumably efficient) Soviet economy
 competing aggressively abroad, and a new Germany standing astride a free Europe.33
 Once they have contemplated this brave new world they might be forced to the sad
 conclusion that the division of the international system since 1947 into two separate
 camps?one capitalist, democratic and efficient, and the other communist, repressive
 and inefficient?has much to recommend it. The creation of 'one world' has always
 been and will no doubt remain an American dream. The problem for policy makers
 in Washington however is that its fulfilment could easily undermine a bipolar order
 that has worked to America's advantage?and a 'long peace' that all support and
 none wish to see come to an end.34 In this sense the realization of the American dream

 might easily turn into a western nightmare.

 33 The Economist had some pertinent things to say on the issue of life without Stalinism. In a lead
 editorial it made the entirely legitimate observation that the West had been helped since 1947 because
 the USSR 'has been an undemocratic police state of the worst kind; its economy .. . has done
 shamefully badly; and it has been a geopolitical menace'. If the Soviet Union were to change this
 would inevitably 'impose a severe test on the West'. See 'Would a Rich Russia be a Cuddly Russia?',
 Economist, 14-20 February 1987, pp. 11-12.

 34 The concept of the 'long peace' has been most systematically analysed by John L. Gaddis. See his 'The
 Long Peace: Elements of Stability in the Postwar International System', International Security 10
 (1986), pp. 99-142.
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